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BMCASE CASE MANAGEMENT
CLIENT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

SOFTWARE FOR
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
BMCASE© Case Management software offers you fast
and accurate behavioral health clinical documentation
with it's comprehensive and easy-to-use Practice
Management and Electronic Health Record keeping for
clinical decisions and clarified communication between
clinicians.
Whether your practice is small with one or two therapists
or larger with ten or more, BMCASE© will provide and
assist you with a set of convenient, easy-to-use and
comprehensive tools to allow you to focus on the
important area of caring for your clients.
BMCASE© is a fully integrated client information
solution consisting of a consolidated group of applications
that provide easy and intuitive access to the patient’s
electronic treatment record through a single interface.
The complete software and database are installed directly
on your computer or server. You control who has access
to the software and data through our password secured
system.
We have included a set of full function assessments and
audits that may be all you ever need but if you want to add
your own audits and questionnaires we supply you with an
easy to use custom audit builder complete with scoring.
You can specify these audits as intakes or follow-ups and
they automatically appear on your selection menus for
you.
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BMCASE HIGHLIGHTS
* Easy to use by Non-Technical Staff
* Comprehensive Assessments, intakes, followups and Client Documentation
* Customize your own Assessments for Intake
and Follow-up with Text and Multiple Choice
Answers and Scoring
* Authorization Screens and Clinical Documents
* Electronic Signature capability
* Treatment, Discharge and Aftercare Planning
* CRAFFT and UNCOPE included
* Integrated Progress Notes for individual Clients
and Groups with Sidebar capability
* Room and Bed assignment for residential
* System Audit of accessed and changed records
* Customizable Staff Password Security
* Custom Problem, Goal and Strategy set-up for
Treatment Planning
* Computerized Scheduling
* Improves HIPAA Compliance
* Affordable Pricing
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BLUEWATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
BMCASE CASE MANAGEMENT
Benefits

Save Time And Money

Reduce Paper Work

BMCASE saves time by streamlining record keeping
and saves money by eliminating paper and printing
costs, while reducing time spent by staff in filing,
searching for and maintaining records. Using our
multiple search and select method enables quick and
easy access to case information. Our customers indicate
that they can locate client files in seconds, saving time
and money. Case information is always available for
viewing or reporting, even if someone else is currently
modifying case information.

It won't be long before facilities will be required to
maintain electronic records to maintain
compliance. BMCASE enables you to switch to
and maintain client data in electronic format
easily.

Standard Procedures
BMCASE© will help case managers follow a process
and has been especially useful for new companies in
providing a framework for new case managers. The use
of standard templates in assessments documentation
also assists in providing consistent standards for all
outgoing correspondence.
Minimal typing

Security
Each user has their own security profile to use the
software and control what information they can
access. Access rights can be limited to read only or
modify and access to certain tabs can also be
limited.
Research
BMCASE can assist you in gathering collated
statistics to better serve your clients. Organize data
statistics such as Case Load percentages by
gender, age, race, type of diagnosis, and more for
example.

BMCASE© stores client information and auto
populates forms with appropriate client data through
out the software. BMCASE eliminates the need to write
a client's name and other repetitive information on
forms by quickly doing it for you.

FREE No Obligation TRIAL Available
Contact Us
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